Abstract Saturation transfer difference NMR (STD NMR) spectroscopy is one of the most powerful NMR techniques for detection and characterization of transient (fast) receptor-ligand interactions in solution. By observing the signals of a small molecule (ligand) with spectroscopic properties suitable for high-resolution studies, irrespective of receptor size, STD NMR enables quantitative structural and affinity information to be obtained about the molecular recognition process under study. Approximately one decade after its introduction, the technique has reached maturity, and is highly robust and useful. The objective of this article is to review the current status of this powerful technique, with particular emphasis on quantitative applications, within the framework of the (bio-)chemistry of molecular recognition.
Introduction
Specific interactions between molecules in solution through non-covalent forces are the fundamental basis of molecular recognition processes. In all cases, the specificity relies on both structural and functional complementarity between the chemical groups of the interacting molecules. NMR spectroscopy has been shown to be suitable for obtaining such structural information at an atomic level, and many experiments have been developed and applied, in particular, to receptor-ligand interactions of biological relevance (Calle et al. 2011; Pellecchia et al. 2008; Pellecchia et al. 2002; Roldós et al. 2011) . In general, when studied by NMR, two approaches can be distinguished: 1 observation and analysis of the receptor signals (for strong binding with k off \ 1 Hz); or 2 monitoring of the signals from the small ligand (primarily in weak binding with k off [ 1 Hz) (Lepre et al. 2004; Meyer and Peters 2003) .
Saturation transfer difference spectroscopy (STD NMR) spectroscopy has become one of the most powerful and versatile NMR techniques for observing ligands, with growing applications both in academic research and in the pharmaceutical industry as a basic method in drug discovery, design, and optimization (Lepre et al. 2004; Mayer and Meyer 1999; Meyer and Peters 2003; Pellecchia et al. 2008) . Originally, saturation transfer was applied to systems in moderate exchange to determine the ligand signals of the bound small molecule through the corresponding changes in intensities by magnetization transfer from the free state. (Forsen and Hoffman 1963; Hyde et al. 1980) . In 1999, STD-NMR was described as an amplifying screening technique in which the saturation from the complex is detected in the averaged ligand signals, exploiting a cumulative effect in the free state (Mayer and Meyer 1999) . New implementations have since been described (e.g. the use of heteronuclei either at natural abundance or in isotopically enriched samples) that extend the applicability of this robust and useful technique.
Spectroscopically, the STD NMR experiment is particularly simple (Mayer and Meyer 1999) . On a sample containing the receptor (large molecule with MW [ 15 kDa) at low concentration (10 -7 -10 -8 M) and a large molar excess (1:10 up to 1:1,000) of a pool of small test compounds, two experiments are recorded ( Fig. 1) : 1 1D 1 H NMR under conditions of thermal equilibrium, the so-called reference spectrum or off-resonance experiment; and 2 a second 1 H NMR experiment, the on-resonance experiment, in which some protons of the receptor are selectively irradiated with low power radiofrequency for a specific period (saturation time) that can be varied typically in the range of several seconds.
If the irradiation conditions are adequately chosen, it is possible to saturate very efficiently only protons of the protein, but not those of the ligand. In this situation, if binding occurs, magnetization from the receptor protons will be transferred to ligand protons that are close in space in the bound state.
As in the bound state, the hydrodynamic properties of both ligand and receptor are governed by the largest molecule (typically the receptor). Thus, transfer of magnetization in the on-resonance experiment leads to a significant reduction in signal intensities for the ligand (cf. negative intermolecular NOE for big, slowly tumbling molecules) (Neuhaus and Williamson 2000) . For transient interactions with rapid exchange, this perturbation of ligand polarization in the bound state is transferred to the free state (bulk solution), where saturation accumulates during the saturation time of the experiment because the enthalpic relaxation (R 1 ) of a small molecule in the free state is much slower than the kinetic off-rate constant of the binding process (k off ) R 1 ). This process results in the macroscopic detection of (transferred) saturation on the ligand NMR signals in the spectrum (I sat ). Because signals are reduced in the corresponding off-resonance experiment (I 0 ), subtraction of both experiments (I 0 -I sat ) leads to positive difference signals for the molecule(s) affected by intermolecular magnetization transfer and, hence, identify binding ligands. For non-binding molecules in the mixture, intensities in both spectra remain the same and their difference spectrum cancels out. Thus, the difference spectrum exclusively contains signals of binding ligand/s while nullifying any signal of non-binding compounds (Fig. 1) . H distances are short enough (\6 Å ). Thus, transfer of saturation will only take place to molecules that transiently bind to the receptor. The difference spectrum (I 0 -I sat , top right) will show only signals corresponding to the ligand(s) and signals of nonbinders cancel Structural information on the ligand: epitope mapping For a given ligand, not all its proton signals in the STD NMR spectrum will receive the same amount of saturation. Theoretically, the magnetization transferred from receptor to ligand protons by intermolecular NOE depends on the inverse sixth power of their distances in the bound state (Neuhaus and Williamson 2000) . Thus, the distribution of saturation transferred among the different ligand protons indicates spatial proximities between the protons of the ligand molecule and the protein in the bound state (Mayer and Meyer 2001) . Qualitatively, it can be assumed that stronger intensity of a ligand signal in the STD NMR spectrum indicates closer interproton distances between that ligand proton and the receptor surface in the bound state.
This figure can be analyzed in a very straightforward way, at least semi-quantitatively, by comparing the relative percentages of saturation received by the different ligand protons. This is done by normalizing all the measured STD signals (I 0 -I sat /I 0 ) against the most intense signal, which is arbitrarily assumed to be 100% (Mayer and Meyer 2001) . In this way, the resulting percentage STD values represent a sort of map of the ligand-protein contacts in the bound state, delineating which chemical moieties of the ligand molecule are key for molecular recognition by the receptor (group epitope mapping, for an example see Fig. 2 bottom). Qualitatively, it can be concluded that protons with relative STD values close to 100% belong to parts of the ligand that are very intimately recognized by the receptor binding-pocket, and hence must be regarded as important for the interaction.
All STD intensities depend on the duration of radiofrequency irradiation of the protein (saturation time), and the extent of saturation transferred to the ligand protons generally increases with this time (Fig. 2 top) Meyer 1999, 2001 ). This build-up of saturation is limited by enthalpic relaxation (R 1 ) of saturated ligand molecules in the free state that counteracts further accumulation of STD intensity through more saturated ligand molecules dissociating from the protein binding pocket (plateau of the build-up curve, Fig. 2 relaxation rates of the ligand protons can produce artifacts in the epitope definition. Specifically, protons with slower R 1 relaxation enable more efficient accumulation of saturation in solution such that their relative STD intensity and, thus, proximity to the binding pocket may be largely overestimated at long saturation times. The final effect on the structural information depends on several factors, e.g. on differences in ligand proton R 1 relaxation rates, in the extent of saturation received in the first place, and on the kinetics of the molecular interaction. Because all these artifacts are consequences of differences in the ability to accumulate saturation in the free state, a way to cancel them is to derive STD intensities close to zero saturation time, when virtually no accumulation of saturated ligand occurs. In addition, another biasing effect that would be minimized by using initial build up rates is the intramolecular spin diffusion within the bound state. To obtain the initial slopes, Mayer and James (2004) proposed fitting the experimental build-up curves to the monoexponential function:
where STD(t sat ) is the observed STD intensity, STD max is the asymptotic maximum of the build-up curve, t sat is the saturation time, and k sat is a rate constant related to the relaxation properties of a given proton that measures the speed of STD build-up. k sat and STD max are derived by least-squares fitting, and the initial slope of the curve is obtained as:
An example of ligand group epitope mapping by STD NMR is shown in Fig. 2 , where the molecular recognition of two ligands (UDP-Gal and UDP-Glc) by the human blood group B galactosyltransferase (GTB) was analyzed (Angulo et al. 2006) . From the STD build-up curves, initial slopes were calculated to identify the ligand epitopes ( Fig. 2 bottom) . The map of relative saturation transfer to the ligand indicates that both ligands are recognized in the same way by the enzyme, with both six-membered sugar rings (hexopyranose) making close contacts with the protein binding pocket. Interestingly, differential recognition of both ligands by the galactosyltransferase enzyme does not occur, although only the galactose ring is efficiently transferred in the presence of the acceptor ligand (Angulo et al. 2006) .
The number of biochemical STD NMR applications for detection and characterization of transient receptor-ligand interactions has steadily increased in the last decade. Initially focused on biologically relevant transient proteincarbohydrate interactions (Bernardi et al. 2004; JimenezBarbero and Peters 2002; Maaheimo et al. 2000; Vogtherr and Peters 2000) , STD NMR spectroscopy has also been successfully used to characterize interactions between proteins and peptides (Megy et al. 2005; Neffe et al. 2006 Neffe et al. , 2007 Wagstaff et al. 2010) , microtubuli and stabilizing agents (Canales et al. 2008) , nucleic acids and ligands (Di Micco et al. 2006; Martin et al. 2005; James 2002, 2004; Peñalver et al. 2011; Souard et al. 2008) , proteins (by use of appropriate spy probes) (Blobel et al. 2008) , viruses and ligands (Haselhorst et al. 2008; Rademacher et al. 2011; , to identify initial hits from combinatorial libraries (Caraballo et al. 2010; Ribeiro et al. 2010) , or to study self-association processes of amiloidogenic peptides (Huang et al. 2008) . A step further in biochemical applications has been the performance of ''in-cell STD NMR'', in which the molecular recognition of ligands by extracellular membrane proteins is studied directly by using intact cells, omitting the laborious steps of target purification and concentration. Seminal works by the laboratories of Jimenez-Barbero (Mari et al. 2005 ) and Meyer (Claasen et al. 2005 ) used this approach to characterize the interactions of the receptor DC-SIGN in K562-CD209 cells with oligomannoside ligands, and a pentapeptide with the integrin aIIb3 in human platelets, respectively. Moreover, the latter work led to the development of a new ''double difference'' approach of the technique (STDD NMR), which has subsequently been applied to other biochemical receptor-ligand interactions of interest (Assadi-Porter et al. 2008; Claasen et al. 2005; Haselhorst et al. 2007; Pereira et al. 2009 ). This approach consists in recording two STD NMR experiments in parallel in two independent samples both containing the receptor, but only one with ligand added. The STDD spectrum corresponds to the double difference which cancels out spurious signals from other recognition events (Claasen et al. 2005) .
Although one important advantage of the technique is that it does not require any kind of labeling on any of the interacting partners, STD NMR spectroscopy can benefit from the use of isotopic labeling of either protein or ligand. For instance, 15 N-GS STD experiments have been developed for 15 N-labeled proteins with unfavorable spectroscopic characteristics (e.g. signal overlap with the ligand) for the standard methodology, and have been successfully applied to small proteins (10-15 kDa), and proteins with enhanced internal dynamics (e.g., intrinsically disordered proteins) (Kover et al. 2007 (Kover et al. , 2010 . For the ligand, isotopic labeling with 13 C has enabled application of edited/filtered experiments to resolve overlap problems, e.g. to determine the affinities of a series of chemically homologous compounds (Feher et al. 2008) . Further STD NMR experiments have been developed to observe STD intensity on 19 F or 13 C nuclei within the ligand molecules that derives either directly from heteronuclear transfer from receptor protons or indirectly from homonuclear transfer to ligand protons with subsequent intramolecular relay to the observed heteronucleus (via scalar coupling) (Diercks et al. 2009; Räuber and Berger 2010) . Such STD techniques are of major interest for ligands with massive signal overlap, complex multiplet splittings from extensive homonuclear J HH coupling, or in the presence of a large excess of nondeuterated compounds (e.g., water, buffer).
Quantitative STD NMR CORCEMA-ST
The theoretical framework for the quantitative analysis of STD NMR intensities (CORCEMA-ST) has been developed by Rama Krishna (Jayalakshmi and Krishna 2002) . It is based on a modification of the CORCEMA (complete relaxation and conformational exchange matrix) theory that was originally developed for transferred-NOE experiments, (Moseley et al. 1995) and enables the prediction of STD intensities from the Cartesian atomic coordinates of the ligand-receptor complex. A schematic diagram of the model used by CORCEMA-ST is shown in Fig. 3 .
In this model, two molecules (the ligand, L, and the receptor protein, P) are in rapid exchange between their free and bound states. Receptor protons P2 are directly saturated by selective irradiation. This non-equilibrium polarization then spreads from P2 to all other receptor protons P1 via intramolecular spin diffusion, and further to the protons of a bound ligand via intermolecular NOE. If dissociation occurs fast enough (cf weak binding regime with k off ) 1/t sat ), enough saturated ligand molecules accumulate in solution during the saturation time to yield a detectable STD signal (observed on the free ligand species). On the basis of this kinetics model, CORCEMA-ST can predict theoretical ligand STD intensities from a given molecular model of the protein-ligand complex if specific system properties are known (e.g., dissociation constant, k off , rotational correlation times of the receptor and ligand).
In this way, CORCEMA-ST is a valuable tool for the quantitative structural interpretation of experimental STD NMR data. Experimental STD build-up curves can, thus, be compared with predictions for a model of the complex that could be obtained by use of different techniques (e.g., X-ray crystallography, NMR, docking simulations). For the matrix calculations, the Cartesian coordinates of all ligand protons and protein protons within a given cutoff distance from these are considered. How well the molecular model reproduces the experimental NMR data can be quantified by the so-called R-NOE factor:
where STD exp,k and STD cal,k are the experimental and calculated STD intensities, respectively, of proton k. A lower R-NOE factor indicates better fit between experimental and theoretical data and, thus, better appropriateness of the chosen structural model of the complex. In this way, different structural models derived, e.g., from different docking runs can be ranked according to how well they explain the experimental STD NMR data. Figure 4 summarizes an STD NMR study of the molecular recognition of oligomannoside ligands by the anti-HIV-1 antibody 2G12 (Enríquez-Navas et al. 2011). The complexes of 2G12 with a disaccharide and tetrasaccharide were obtained from published X-ray data, and the complex with a trisaccharide from docking simulations. From these structural models the theoretical STD intensities were predicted by CORCEMA-ST, and the resulting low R-NOE factors confirmed that the binding modes of the ligands in solution were similar to those observed in the solid state Calarese et al. 2003 Calarese et al. , 2005 (Fig. 4) .
Krishna and coworkers have also demonstrated that the R-NOE factor can be used as a scoring function to drive a conformational search for the ligand bound in the receptor's binding pocket . In this procedure (SICO: STD Intensity Restrained CORC-EMA Optimization), after identifying a good starting structure with low R-NOE, the global energy minimum of the ligand in the bound state can be determined by optimizing some key torsion angles via simulated annealing driven by the minimization of the R-NOE factor. The geometry of the ligand inside the binding pocket is, thus, refined by use of experimental STD NMR data Jayalakshmi and Krishna 2005) .
The kinetics of the transient ligand-receptor interaction is implicitly included in the matrix calculations, because one of the main mechanisms for saturation transfer is chemical exchange (Fig. 3) (Jayalakshmi and Krishna 2002) . Thus, results from CORCEMA-ST calculations strongly depend on kinetics. Indeed, if the complex structures of different ligands of a protein are known, their differences in affinity (and, hence, in kinetics) must be reflected in the STD NMR data, and can be inferred from quantitative CORCEMA-ST calculations. In the study of ligand recognition by human blood group-B galactosyltransferase (GTB), a series of CORC-EMA-ST calculations using known complex structures and variable dissociation constants (k off ) revealed intrinsic differences in kinetics for the binding of donor and acceptor substrates (Fig. 5) (Angulo et al. 2006) . The acceptor (H-antigen disaccharide) binds the enzyme with a k off that is 10 to 10,000 times higher than that of the donor (UDP-galactose).
Determination of binding constants of transient protein-ligand interactions from the initial growth rates of STD amplification factor

STD amplification factor
The STD NMR intensity reflects the concentration of ligand-receptor complex present in solution (Mayer and Meyer 1999; Meyer and Peters 2003) . Mayer and Meyer proposed a conversion from observed experimental intensities (I 0 -I sat /I 0 ) to STD amplification factors (STD-AF) (Mayer and Meyer 2001) , by multiplying the observed STD by the molar excess of ligand over protein (e). This converts the STD intensity, which depends on the fraction of bound ligand, into a factor (STD-AF) that is a function of the fraction of bound protein. Thus, the evolution of the STD-AF along a ligand titration series enables construction of a saturation curve in the form of an association isotherm. Such curves can be adjusted to a Langmuir equation: In various cases, however, apparent K D values obtained from STD NMR titrations have been shown to depend strongly on experimental conditions (e.g., saturation time, relative concentration of species, monitored proton). As an example, Fig. 6 shows four association curves (binding isotherms) obtained by use of different saturation times (1, 2, 3, and 4 s) for the interaction between the disaccharide ligand chitobiose and the lectin wheat germ agglutinin (WGA). These curves represent the experimental STD amplification factors normalized to their respective plateau values, enabling easier comparative analysis. This figure reveals that apparent K D values increase monotonically with saturation time (i.e., a higher ligand concentration is needed to reach semisaturation of the protein's binding pocket; see inset in Fig. 6 ). Similarly, other factors, for example receptor concentration, signal intensity etc. have been demonstrated to have similar effects (Angulo et al. 2010) .
The origin of such discrepancies was found to be fast ligand rebinding in solution, by which a previously saturated ligand molecule returns to the complex (bound state) before its perturbed polarization (cf saturation) has completely relaxed back to equilibrium (Angulo et al. 2010) . Thus, accumulation of saturated ligand in solution during the saturation time and, thus, the observed bulk STD signal is significantly reduced when the lifetime s free of the free The right-hand side shows the model for a sequential mechanism, in which faster exchange of the acceptor makes it more likely that, in order for the ternary complex to form, the UDP-Gal donor is first bound to the enzyme state is shorter than the T 1 relaxation time of the proton considered because of incomplete polarization recovery in the free state. The probability of such fast rebinding processes is significant for high fractions of bound ligand (for estimation under typical STD NMR conditions see supporting information of the reference Angulo et al. (2010) ). This means that the strongest effects will be observed for low ligand-to-protein ratios, as typically found during the initial steps of a titration series (starting at the lowest ligand concentration). This dependence on the fraction of bound ligand also explains why such artifacts in K D determination are stronger for systems with larger affinity (the biases typically increase from mM to lM interactions), and for titrations with larger protein concentrations (Fig. 7) .
After careful study of the artifacts introduced by the different experimental conditions of the STD NMR experiment, it was concluded (Angulo et al. 2010 ) that: 1 the value of K D obtained by STD NMR spectroscopy is always greater than, or equal to, the true thermody-
.e. STD NMR data tend to underestimate affinities; 2 the bias introduced is greatest for ligand protons with the largest STD intensities; and 3 the deviations are exacerbated for larger protein concentrations.
Conclusions 2 and 3 indicate that attempts to improve the sensitivity of the experiment (e.g., by focusing on the most intense STD signals, or using higher protein concentrations) will negatively affect the accuracy of the derived K D (i.e. leading to its overestimation). On the other hand, conclusion 1 tells us that STD NMR titrations at least yield upper K D (i.e., lower affinity) limits for a given ligand.
The accurate determination of dissociation constants requires the removal of all effects from fast protein-ligand rebinding in solution. Because these effects are related to the accumulation of saturated ligand in the bulk solution, they are minimized as s sat approaches 0. As for determination of ligand epitopes, this requires determination of the initial slopes of the build-up curves of STD-AF values with the saturation time.
The procedure for exact K D determination (Angulo et al. 2010 ) thus involves recording a s sat -dependent STD-AF build-up curve for each ligand concentration (instead of just one STD NMR experiment at a single saturation time, as suffices for epitope mapping), then extracting the initial slopes (STD-AF 0 ):
Next, the binding isotherms are obtained by representing STD-AF 0 graphically as a function of the added ligand concentration. Finally, the K D value is obtained by fitting to a Langmuir equation. The method is summarized in Fig. 8 and has been thoughtfully described (Angulo et al. 2010) .
This new procedure cancels the artifacts from fast ligand rebinding, and yields the most accurate K D values from STD NMR titration experiments. To illustrate the benefits of the method, Fig. 9 shows the variation of apparent K D determined by STD NMR from a titration of the amino acid L-tryptophan with the protein bovine serum albumin (BSA), as a function of the saturation time and for different ligand protons. The apparent values, which grow monotonically with saturation time and STD intensity of an observed proton, systematically converge towards the thermodynamical value at the limit of zero saturation time, which can be obtained by using the procedure of STD-AF initial growth rates (Fig. 9) . 
Analysis of multiple binding modes
The case of multiple binding modes of the same ligand in a single binding site can be considered as a special case of a competitive inhibition assay, in which one binding mode serves as inhibitor of all others. Because ligand and inhibitor(s) are the same species, chemical shifts and equilibrium intensities of their signals are equivalent and indistinguishable. Therefore, the total saturation observed in an STD experiment would be the addition of the accumulated saturations for each binding mode.
Even if we were able to evaluate the individual contributions of each species, the simple addition expressed in the equation above may not always apply, because it implicitly assumes that each term only contains structural information on a given binding mode. However, if the fraction of bound ligand was large enough, as explained above, the probability of fast ligand rebinding would be significant. Moreover, there would be processes of fast ligand ''cross-rebinding'', in which a ligand previously bound in a binding mode ''i'' returns to the binding pocket in a different binding mode ''j'' without having relaxed back to equilibrium. In this way, the different contributions to the macroscopic STD intensities would become mixed, making it impossible to reduce the experimental observation to a simple sum of the different terms.
For the same reasoning as before, the solution to this problem lies in the use of initial STD build-up slopes around t sat = 0 where no rebinding is possible. If we can calculate theoretical initial slopes for each expected binding mode (using CORCEMA-ST), the experimental initial STD slope can be expressed as their sum:
Thus, if a number of structural models for the given protein-ligand complex are available (e.g., from X-ray, docking, etc.), and no single model is able to reproduce the experimental STD NMR data, combinations of different models can be tried. The best fit, yielding a minimum R-NOE value for the initial STD slopes, will elucidate what binding modes contribute to the molecular recognition of the ligand by the protein receptor. For the lectin DC-SIGN, an important surface receptor in dendritic cells and participant in HIV infection processes, the binding of a dimannoside was studied by X-ray crystallography, revealing a well-characterized major binding mode and the possibility that further ill-defined binding orientations of the ligand contribute to an affinity enhancement. By STD NMR, and following the described approach of CORCEMA-ST prediction of initial STD build-up slopes, it was possible to elucidate the orientation of the ligand in the second binding mode (Fig. 10) , showing that there is a change in the ''reducing-to-non-reducing'' orientation of the disaccharide when changing between binding modes (Angulo et al. 2008) .
In another example on the molecular recognition of a branched pentamannoside by the human monoclonal anti-HIV-1 antibody 2G12, CORCEMA-ST analysis of initial STD build-up rates led to the conclusion that both arms of the biantennary ligand are competing for the same binding pocket with similar affinity, resulting in alternative binding modes ( Fig. 11) (Enríquez-Navas et al. 2011) .
Conclusions
Careful analysis of STD data can afford a wealth of information about the local structure of transient biomolecular complexes, particularly description of the interface and contacts between ligand and receptor. Initial qualitative applications of STD-NMR include the screening of small ligand libraries, or mapping of their binding epitope by comparison of relative STD intensities. Initial semiquantitative applications assumed that the relative intensities of different signals do not depend on the saturation time, which is not true. Therefore, accurate quantification requires cancellation of the effects of relaxation and/or rebinding on the STD build-up, which applies at the limit of zero saturation time (yielding the initial slope of the STD amplification factor, STD-AF 0 ). More precise analysis can be achieved by comparing experimental and theoretical STD-AF 0 values, leading to the possibility of deducing more precise geometrical information. Although this method suffers from the need for preliminary structural models to calculate theoretical values by CORCEMA, it has been used satisfactorily in several cases, including examples of multiple binding modes.
